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ACCLAIMING OUR PAST AND PRESENT:

First Basic Education Building, 1984

A 38TH FOUNDING ANNIVERSARY REFLECTION
Dear Bernadettian Community,
Every school celebrates a yearly milestone. It is a mark of its year round commitment to service that dates
back to the very first day of its existence. This year, St. Bernadette College of Alabang is proud to embark on its
38th year and definitely counting more years of solid service to the community.
I believe this is also an opportunity for us to reflect on the school’s past and those that have helped

FEBRUARY
today. Profoundly, the school memorializes its existence because of Mrs. Gertrudes Vivo – Carlos who allowed IN A
the breath of the school find its way through her land property. From its vital conception, our school lauds its
NUTSHELL:
founding Principal, Dr. Josefina A. Beltran, who then enabled the great visionary in our school president and
to shape who we are, and to acknowledge the community members, both past and present, who have

influenced the character and values that embody the vibrant and engaging educational institution we see

directress, Dr. Felicitas C. Rabonza as well as the able mentorship of the late Dr. Herminia C. Mangussad in
obtaining approval and recognition of the Department of Education, Culture, and Sports for the institution.
Altogether, they formed the steadfast and meritorious foundation of what we now call St. Bernadette College 6 - Grade 8 Recollection (AM)
of Alabang. The rest, as they say, is history.
It is not every day that one turns 38 and it is such a symbolic time, whereby greatness is measured not
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just by number but by the lives that have been touched. The character that took shape in its initial years shall
now be manifested not only with the alumni that were ushered over the years but also with the resonating
humble spirits that they bear. As we observe our founding anniversary this year, we acclaim the school as an
extraordinary institution because of its humble roots and personal commitment to the community - students,

10-11 38th SBCA Foundation
11- Feast of Our Lady of Lourdes
Thanksgiving Mass

faculty and staff, parents, alumni, and friends alike - whose individual contributions, be it through affirmation

or volunteerism, bring the school’s vision and mission to life. Thank you for having an impact on our children’s 12- Chinese New Year No Classes
future!

38th Foundation Theme: Redefining Learning through Excellence and Resilience in the New Normal

15-20 Signing of Permits
This year, our celebration may be simply virtual but with conscious
efforts of inculcating our core values and core competencies in different 25 - EDSA Day - No Classes
activities for the whole community while we uphold the same resilient
goal of social transformation inspired by the motto HUMBLE THY SPIRIT. 26-27 3rd Prelim Assessment
So join us parents, guardians, teachers and friends in our simple
celebration. Let’s all be one community praying through the
intercession of St. Bernadette that we may soon see healthier and
better days. Let’s remember that it is how we are with one another that
will deeply affect our own lives and the lives of people to come. May we
also reminisce those who have become part in the past to our present
that we too may be remembered by those ‘yet to be members’ of this
community for the part that each of us has made in this we call our
second home.

First preschool classroom, 1983

Happy Anniversary, St. Bernadette College of Alabang!
Dr. Felicitas C. Rabonza with St. Bernadette
School for Children Founding
Principal, Dr. Josefina Beltran

Mrs. Maria Ramona C. Gonzales

Old school entrance, 1983

